GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR SUMMER 2002

Global Change Education Program

Global Change Education Program
Summer Undergraduate Research Experience - SURE

Orientation Workshop – Univ. of Florida (NIGEC)

What is DOE Office of Biological and Environmental Research (BER) doing in Global Change Research?

Research Experience – Mentoring!

Opportunity to do hands on work in Global Change Study Areas!

Final Workshop – Argonne National Lab.

Posters and Presentations on Accomplishments!
Graduate Research Environmental Fellows – GREF

Orientation for NEW GREF and Returning GREF
– Opportunity for Status Report!
Get to Meet your Fellow SURE and GREF students!
SURE ⇒⇒⇒⇒GREF!

Final Workshop – More Status Reports!
NETWORKING

Getting to know the players!

Getting to know other students in the field!
Our Goals:

Give students the opportunity to find out what research is like!

One on one with leaders in the field of Global Change!

Encourage undergrads to enter graduate school!

Help grad students complete thesis in Global Change!

Increase high quality U.S. Scientists!
Your Goals:

Find out what research is all about!

Meet new people – mentors and students interested in Global Change Research and Environmental Issues

Learn, Learn, Learn!

Find out what the Dept. of Energy is doing!

Let us know how it went! – Feed back!

Final Workshop – Poster or Talk!
SPEAKERS - MENTORS

Milt Constantin – Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Wayne H. Smith – University of Florida
Jeff Gaffney – Argonne National Laboratory
William Munger – Harvard University
Justin Wilkinson – Johnson Space Center NASA
Robert Ellingson – Florida State University
Nancy Marley – Argonne National Laboratory
Timothy A. Martin – University of Florida
Ruth A. Reck – University of California, Davis – NIGEC
John Albertson – Duke University
Ram Oren – Duke University
Peter Stiling – University of South Florida
Monique Y. Leclerc – University of Georgia
Michael A. Davis – University of Southern Mississippi
David F. Karnosky – Michigan Technological University
SPEAKERS – GREF STUDENTS!

Jean Lois Wardell – New Mexico Tech
Paul Higgins – Stanford University
Heather Price – University of Washington
Michael Mastrandrea – Stanford University
Erika Marin-Spiotta – University of California, Berkeley
Neil Pederson – Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Heidi Bialk – University of Wisconsin, Madison
Jennifer Pett-Ridge – University of California, Berkeley
Elizabeth Dahl – University of California, Irvine
Dylan Millet – University of California, Berkeley
Some Final Comments!

Abbreviations need to be defined –
DOE is Department of Energy
BER – is Office of Biological and Environmental Research

Questions are encouraged! Comments too!
Glad you got here and are part of GCEP!

Enjoy the Lectures and the Discussions!